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Abstract: The paper presents an open, web-based system for stylometric analysis named WebSty, which is a part of the

CLARIN-PL research infrastructure. WebSty does not require local installation by users, can be used via any web browser,

offers rich set-up, and runs on a computing cluster. We discuss the underlying ideas of the system, its architecture, a pipeline

of language tools for processing Polish, and its integration with systems for clustering, visualizing the results of clustering,

and identifying the features of the strongest discrimination power. The techniques used for feature weighting and text

similarity measuring are also concisely overviewed. In conclusions, we present preliminary evaluation of WebSty on the

corpus of 1000 literary works, and we report on the results of the first research applications of WebSty. Even if the system

was initially focused on processing Polish texts, we also briefly discuss its development towards a multilingual system,

which already supports English, German and Hungarian.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most literary works are now digitised and available for

research. Various tools for natural language analysis and the

quality of their performance are growing at a considerable

pace. It opens possibilities for more advanced and deeper ap-

plication of the distant reading paradigm to text collections,

e.g. investigating different types of associations between au-

thors, styles, genres, the context of their creation, translation,

etc. However, at the same time there exist several obstacles

that make the potentially attractive combination of opportu-

nities difficult:

1. a variety of technical solutions for data formats and

communication make combination of language tools

and data analysis tools non-trivial; especially those fo-

cused on stylometry are difficult to be operationalised,

2. application of language tools and data analysis tools

usually requires specialised knowledge and technical

skills from the users, which might be challenging for

researchers in the area of the Humanities and the So-

cial Sciences,

3. the entire workflow involving data analysis settings,

language tools properties and error characteristics ex-

presses a large number of hyperparameters whose in-
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fluence on the overall results of the stylometric analy-

sis is difficult to control and thus might lead to unpre-

dictable outcomes of the experiment.

WebSty is an open, stylometric system with a web-based

user interface that was proposed as a step towards overcom-

ing the aforementioned obstacles.

WebSty initial prototype was focused on processing texts

in Polish, using a selection of the most robust language tools

for Polish. The goal of the work presented here was to de-

velop an architecture of the WebSty system that would allow

for a significant flexibility when it comes to the availabil-

ity of different language tools combined with numerous set-

tings of processing parameters applicable for different types

of stylometric tasks. Moreover, several different visualisa-

tion methods were added to the system, so that clustering

results can be supplemented by attractive visual plots.

II. STYLOMETRIC TASKS

Stylometry is usually associated with an analysis of lan-

guage features extracted from a collection of texts, aimed at

tracing similarities and dissimilarities between these texts. It

is usually used to identify groups of texts that exhibit subtle

similarities hidden to the naked eye but traceable by multi-

dimensional statistical techniques. A classical type of anal-

ysis where the stylometric methods prove useful is author-

ship attribution, or an experimental setup where an anony-

mous (or disputed) text is compared against a set of texts

of known authorship, in order to identify the nearest neigh-

bourship relations between them [1–3]. A typical attribution

scenario involves a corpus of a few “candidate” authors and

some controls, but one might also face a much more complex

setup, which is referred to as the open-set attribution prob-

lem, where the list of “candidate” authors cannot be assumed

fixed.

Not only is stylometry attractive for its ability to solve at-

tribution problems. In the Humanities, as well as the Social

Sciences, text analysis is becoming an interesting method-

ological proposition to assess textual similarities beyond au-

thorship. In the study of literature, one might be interested

in distant reading techniques to pinpoint genre characteris-

tics, authors’ gender signal, literary period, intertextuality,

and so forth. In sociology, one might want to analyse tex-

tual biases in press materials from different press agencies,

in psychology one might trace change of style as a function

of age, or correlations between textual properties and mental

diseases [4].

Unlike traditional stylistics, however, stylometry is fo-

cused on language features that might seem “unattractive”:

these include articles, particles, pronouns, conjunctions,

prepositions and similar function words. In English, these

are the words “the”, “and”, “of”, “in” etc., in Polish – “się”,

“w”, “i”, “za”, etc. It is very difficult to observe these words’

variance by a close reading, but it is surprisingly straightfor-

ward to extract them and count them using computational

techniques. Simple as they are, however, function words

have also their limitations, because they represent but a frac-

tion of linguistic features that might be useful in stylome-

try. Recent studies in the field suggest that authorship attri-

bution can be improved using frequencies of part-of-speech

tags (grammatical classes), letter tri-grams, parse trees frag-

ments, and similar features. Stylometry beyond attribution

will certainly benefit from the usage of named entity recog-

nition features, chronology identifiers, topic modelling char-

acteristics, and many other sophisticated features. However,

they cannot be simply harvested from input texts using, say,

regular expressions. To have an insight into these sophisti-

cated language features, one has to involve third-party natu-

ral language engineering software. What makes the WebSty

approach attractive is that our system offers a variety of ded-

icated language processing tools that can be concatenated

into the workflow.

III. RELATED WORK

Research on stylometry has a very long and rich tra-

dition. Hundreds of papers have been published. However,

when we look for systems supporting stylometric analysis,

and especially systems that are publicly available, the situa-

tion is very different. Only a few systems can be found.

Signature (2017) [5] is an online application designed for

author identification, so based on similar philosophy to Web-

Sty. However, Signature works on the level of words only,

and offers a limited range of methods for comparing texts.

StyleTool [6] is a quite rudimentary off-line, application

for calculating word frequency finding clusters of documents

and visualising them with the help of Principle Component

Analysis (PCA).

AICBT (2017) is a web application described as an “on-

line authorship attribution tool”. It uses simple lexical fea-

tures. Its description is very imprecise, but AICBT seems to

work on the basis of an average number of words per sen-

tence, lengths of sentences, punctuation frequencies, com-

mon words, and PoS automatically assigned to text with the

help of NLTK1 system [7]. Processing is based on k-means

clustering from scikit-learn2 library [8].

JGAAP (2017) [9] is an off-line application that offers

a whole line of processing: automated conversion from dif-

ferent document formats to text, preprocessing techniques,

e.g. removing numbers, simple NLP processing (e.g. coarse

grained PoS) and dictionary-based, e.g. calculating fre-

quency of function words. The prepared vectors for docu-

ments can be next used in machine learning packages.

1 NLTK – Natural Language Toolkit URL: http://www.nltk.org
2 scikit-learn – Machine Learning in Python http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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JStylo [10] is an off-line application which was devel-

oped as a part of research on Adversarial Stylometry. Sev-

eral configurations of the features are discussed and some

list are quite rich, e.g. Unique words, Complexity, Sentence

Count, Average Sentence Length, Average Syllable Count,

Character Count, Letter Count, Gunning-Fog Readability In-

dex, Flesch Reading Ease Score. Vectors generated do docu-

ment are next processed with the Weka 33 machine learning

system [11] for data mining, supervised classification. How-

ever, JStylo is focused on one particular goal of recognition

of obfuscation of authorship attribution.

Voyant 2.0 [12] is on-line tool for limited statistical anal-

ysis of texts. It was originally focused on counting word

level statistics. Voyant has now rich functionality and a good

User Interface with plenty of visualisation methods. A range

of NLP tools was added on the a basis of the Stanford

CoreNLP4 [13], e.g. PN recognition. However most func-

tionality of Voyant is based on tracing word forms and their

relative frequencies across text. Only simple statistical mea-

sures: tf.idf and Z-score are available to compute them for

word forms vs documents. Voyant is almost exclusively fo-

cused on English. It can be applied to other languages, but

only on the level of word forms, e.g. without lemmatization.

Mallet5 [14] is an off-line document classification system

working on the basis of machine learning. It employs basic

language tools for tagging and named entity recognition, but

it is quite narrowly focused on topic analysis.

LATtice (2017) [15] is an off-line application providing

several visualisation methods for showing distances between

documents, where distances are calculated as the Euclidean

distances between document vectors.

Stylo [16] is a library of functions in the R program-

ming language (some of them supplemented with GUI)

for different stylometric tasks. The package is designed to

analyse shallow language features (function words and let-

ter n-grams) harvested from locally stored plain text files,

but it can also be used to analyse corpora preprocessed by

third-party tools, such as taggers, parsers, topic modelling

software, etc. The package offers both exploratory meth-

ods (PCA, MDA, hierarchical cluster analysis), and super-

vised machine-learning algorithms (nearest shrunken cen-

troids, support vector machines, k-nearest neighbors, Bur-

rows’ Delta).

None of the systems is designed to work with large

amounts of data and parallel processing. They offer only se-

lected language tools and processing methods. All systems

do not provide methods for the extraction of characteris-

tic features or the available methods are rather simple, e.g.

frequency-based. It is hard to find an online system offer-

ing as complex and comprehensive functionality as that pro-

vided by WebSty. It is hard to compare the system beyond

the comparison of features and functions, as there is lack of

benchmark data sets for stylometric tasks in Digital Human-

ities.

IV. LANGUAGE PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE

Natural Language Processing and Machine Learning

tools are now widely available. However, they were devel-

oped in different technologies (like Python, Java, R, C++)

and use a variety of different formats of data that are very

often not compatible with each other. Many language tools,

especially for languages different than English, are hard to be

installed without skills in programming. They usually have

a large number of different parameters to be set-up. Inter-

pretation of the parameters mostly requires knowledge from

Computational Linguistics. Therefore, their integration and

building its own processing workflow is not a simple task es-

pecially for researchers without any experience in computer

engineering.

CLARIN proposes making linguistic tools available on

the Internet (e.g. as Web Services and simple Web Applica-

tions) and developing research web based applications [17],

as a means to diminish the above mentioned problems. Thus,

users can process data online and do not need to bother about

technicalities, but still need to understand processing mech-

anisms on the level of their presentation.

However, building a multi-user, web system generates

other set of problems connected with the system availability

and performance. The system should be scalable, responsive

and available all the time. Language tools have excessive

CPU/memory consumption and a number of users or tasks

at a given time is unpredictable. Therefore, development of

a responsive and highly available web system for large scale

text processing texts is challenging.

Main assumptions behind WebSty are:

1. no need for installation

2. no need for setting up the tools

3. providing preselected processing settings for different

tasks typical for research Humanities and Social Sci-

ences.

It is worth noting that in order to fulfill the last require-

ment we need different benchmark data sets representative

for H&SS research tasks to tune on the system.

Many of NLP tools (like Named Entity Recognizers [18]

or Word Sense Disambiguation tools) have large knowledge

models. In such cases, the time of loading a model to the

operating memory is much longer than processing a single

text file. This can be avoided by running a tool as a ser-

vice with pre-loaded data models kept later in memory. Each

service is run as a separate process. The usage of services

communicating with others by lightweight mechanisms also

3 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
4 https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/
5 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu
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Fig. 1. Exemplar LPMN for stylometric analysis

solves the problem of various programming languages used

by language and ML tools, as there is no need for tight inte-

gration. It results in an architecture of the system based on

microservices [19]. An architecture style following service-

oriented [20] ideas that has recently started gaining huge

popularity. The number of parallel run tools (microservices)

is limited by hardware (size of memory/number of proces-

sors). That is why a queening system is required to perform

such tasks effectively. Each type of a language tool has its

own queue. NLP microservice collects tasks from a given

queue and sends back messages when results are available.

Such solution allows providing effective scalability capabil-

ities. The required, mostly used, NLP microservices have to

be run in several instances since a queuing system acts as a

load balancer.

Having language tools implemented as microservices

there is a need to describe cooperation of them to realize spe-

cific Text Mining tasks. Therefore, we have developed [21]

a human readable orchestration [22] language that allows to

describe different text processing tasks. It is called Language

Processing Modelling Notation (LPMN). LPMN is a formal

language defined in LL(*) gramma [23]. The LPMN state-

ment for WebSty processing is presented in Fig. 1.

In the implementation we have used the AMQP6 pro-

tocol for lightweight communication mechanisms and open

source RabbitMQ7 broker for a queuing system. AMQP pro-

tocol has clients for a large number of different software

platforms as required by technologies used by language and

ML tools. In the proposed architecture (Fig. 2) an additional

server grants access from the Internet. It works as a proxy

for the core system delivering REST API. Such an approach

allows for easy integration with almost any kind of applica-

tion. In addition, the engine for running workflows described

in LPMN was developed. It allows to process a large corpus

of text in a batch like mode.

The exchange of data between microservices, i.e. inputs

to NLP tools and results of their processing, is made by a

network file system. It makes integration of NLP tools eas-

ier since they are mostly designed in the manner that they

expect a file as in input and produce files as an output. More-

over, the data formats used by NLP tools are very exhaustive

and the size of the files is several times larger than input text

data. Therefore using messages in AMQP protocol for send-

ing processed data would be very inefficient.

To achieve high availability requirements the system was

deployed on a scalable hardware and software architecture

that forms a private cloud. The hardware consists of ten

Blade Servers, connected by a fast fiber channel with highly

scalable midrange virtual storage designed to consolidate

workloads into a single system for simplicity of manage-

ment. XENServer controls each machine and forms a pri-

vate cloud. Each important, more frequently used NLP mi-

croservice is deployed on a separate virtual machine. There-

fore, it is easy to scale up the system just by duplicating vir-

tual machines as a reaction to a high number of requests for

given types of tools. Virtualization provides a disaster re-

covery mechanism ensuring that when a virtualized system

crashes, it will be restored as quickly as possible and virtual

machines can be easily moved to another server as a reaction

to any failure or resource shortage [24].

V. DATA ANALYSIS

Stylometric techniques are based on converting first text

documents or fragments into vectors of numerical values and

next processing the resulting vectors by various data analysis

methods. From the technical point of view the ultimate goal

of the analysis is to divide the vectors into similarity classes,

e.g. documents of the same author. This can be achieved by

clustering algorithms (unsupervised approach) or classifiers

trained by ML on examples of text documents with known

properties (supervised approach). As the vast majority of the

clustering and ML algorithms used in stylometry are well

known and not specific for this domain, the key issues are:

definitions of features for text description and methods for

their further processing. The features are defined on the ba-

sis of characteristic elements of the text linguistic structure

or document, their initial values are frequencies of these ele-

ments, and processing techniques are used to clean the vec-

tors from noise and to compare the vectors.

6 https://www.amqp.org
7 https://www.rabbitmq.com
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Fig. 2. System architecture

V. 1. Feature extraction

Features should reveal properties of text that are char-

acteristic of an author or his/her style. They should be corre-

lated with the semantic content of the text. Features can refer

to any level of the language analysis or text form. However,

they should be based only on language tools that express rel-

atively small error, as errors produced by language tools in-

crease the level of noise in data.

For WebSty we selected several types of features that can

be generated for texts with the existing language tools for

Polish:

1. word forms (words in text)

2. punctuation

3. lemmas8

4. grammatical classes (according to the detailed tagset)

5. Parts of Speech (as sets of grammatical classes)

6. bigrams and trigrams of grammatical classes (2 and 3

element sequences)

7. semantic types of Proper Names.

Initial values of features as extracted from text are fre-

quencies of particular instances of the feature types, e.g. the

frequency of a particular word, grammatical class or a bi-

gram.

The lemmas and grammatical classes are obtained from

WCRFT2 [25] tagger, occurrence and types of name entities

by Liner2 [18] tool.

Feature vectors are generated separately for each doc-

ument. For all documents they form a feature matrix with

rows representing documents and columns frequencies of a

feature occurrence in a given document.

V. 2. Feature filtering

Features which are suspected to introduce too much

noise or to be irrelevant can be filtered out on the basis of:

their instance, raw value or weighted value (after preprocess-

ing).

It is possible to eliminate particular types of features, e.g.

specified lemmas (a stop word list) or define a list of anal-

ysed lemmas (a list of analysed lemas), selected punctuation

marks or given grammatical classes.

Two simple filtering methods were introduced in order

to remove features that occur very rarely. They are based on

the following two types of criteria:

1. the minimal number of the feature occurrences in the

whole collection

2. the minimal number of the feature occurrences in the

given document.

V. 3. Feature weighting

Raw frequencies are often skewed by document length,

document content, text domain, selection of text or by gen-

eral properties of the given feature instance in a given lan-

guage (e.g. word nowy ‘new’ is much more frequent than

most of the other adjectives). Therefore, in a vast majority

of cases it is better to replace the raw frequency values with

values that are normalised in relation to the document length

and also express the relative importance of the occurrences

of these features for analysed texts. Such mapping is called

weighting. WebSty offers the following weighting methods

(formal specifications of the methods are presented in Ap-

pendix A):

1. tf - Text Frequency, values normalised by the maxi-

mum frequency in a document

2. tf.idf – Text Frequency multiplied by the Inverted

Document Frequency [26], often used in vector mod-

els of the Information Retrieval

3. normalize – vector normalised to the length 1

4. mi – Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) measure

calculated for feature vs document

5. mi-simple – PMI measure multiplied by the discount-

ing factor which is intended to increase weights of

more frequent features [27]

6. tscore – T-score, the scaled statistical standard score

association measure.

Most weighting methods (except tf and normalize) have

an intrinsic ability to filter out non-informative features. e.g.

tf-idf filters out features that exists in all documents (by set-

ting their values to zero), so they cannot be applied to the

features based on the most frequent word or lemma in a text

corpus.

8 Lemmas are simply understood here as basic morphological forms representing sets of word forms that differ only in the values of grammatical categories.
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It is important to note here that after all weighting

schemes the achieved values of feature vectors are not neg-

ative (assuming that negative PMI are changed to zero, that

is a typical practice). This observation has a big influence

on the next steps of processing. Since, for example the most

popular similarity metric for high dimensional data – cosine

– is always positive (or equal to zero).

V. 4. Dimensionality reduction

The number of features and therefore the size of fea-

ture vectors can be very high, e.g. there can be several mil-

lion words (due to Proper Names, foreign words, misspelled

forms etc.) in a large collection of text files. This number

very often goes much beyond 1000. However, features are

very unevenly distributed across texts, e.g. words/lemma fre-

quencies they are distributed according to a power law re-

ferred to as Zipf’s distribution, and the matrix of text vectors

can be very sparse, where the vast majority of vector val-

ues are zero or close to zero. The problem is not only the

vector/matrix size, but also that low values are very often a

result of accidental, non-informative occurrences.

Several transformations that transform the feature ma-

trix to lower dimensionality are proposed in the literature.

They are based on the assumption that the original matrix

includes noise, but we can find subspaces of larger den-

sity inside it and a new orthogonal basis can be found of

lower dimensionality but with orthonormal eigenvectors rep-

resenting most significant directions of the largest density.

A matrix of a hundred thousand features can be reduced

to a couple of hundred with a minimal loss in the recon-

struction error. However, the most important is that dimen-

sionality reduction removes a lot of noise and results in a

form of generalisation of the similarity structure (it can also

have a negative effect, because some important subtle differ-

ences can get lost by the generalisation).Dimensionality re-

duction does not change individual values, but instead trans-

forms the whole matrix of feature vectors. The new vectors

provide some kind of generalisation in a way that empha-

sizes the most important similarities and differences between

documents. Accidental associations are mostly reduced dur-

ing this transformation. Consequently, the level of statisti-

cal noise should be lower. However, in many tasks the intro-

duced generalisation goes too far and some distinctions that

we are interested in disappear.

WebSty offers the following dimensionality reduction

techniques:

1. SVD – Singular Value Decomposition [28]

2. LSA – Latent Semantic Analysis, a method of Distri-

butional Semantics that utilises SVD, in WebSty LSA

means feature transformation that combines entropy

normalisation with tf-idf weighting and final SVD

transformation [29, 30]

3. Random projection – a dimensionality reduction tech-

nique which assumes that vectors are located in Eu-

clidean space, preserves distances [28]

It is important to state that the new calculated features are

abstract and do not have any intuitive interpretation. More-

over, their values could go below zero, since they have no

frequency interpretation. It could result in problems in the

next step of processing similarity calculation, i.e. the similar-

ity could have values below zero. In such cases the similarity

value is truncated to zero.

V. 5. Similarities and distances

The similarity of texts is computed on the basis of sim-

ilarity of their transformed vectors. Texts are grouped on

the basis of the vector similarity or distances. So, similarity

distance calculation methods are in the heart of stylometric

techniques.

Weighted and transformed data vectors are compared

against each other and a similarity matrix is computed. We

have assumed that the similarity values are between 0 and

1, where 1 means high similarity of both texts (or rather

weighted vectors representing each text) and 0 signalls very

significant differences between text and thus their dissimi-

larity. There are dozens of different methods for calculating

similarity between data vectors. Several of them have been

implemented in WebSty on the basis of their performance

in preliminary experiments done on the 1000 Novels collec-

tion [31] (the measures’ specifications are given in Appendix

A):

1. cosine – a cosine of the angle between two vectors

2. dice – a heuristic measure, a ratio of the amount of

shared features to all features in two vectors [32, 33]

3. Jacquard – a heuristic measure, a ratio of the amount

of shared features to the features specific in two vector

4. ratio – heuristics that measures approximately the av-

erage ratio of commonality in the features of two vec-

tors

5. shd – a heuristic measure of rendering precision of one

vector by other, i.e. how one vector can repeat the fea-

ture values of the other and vice versa, the measure

can be made non-symmetrical by changing the value

of the parameter.

The counterpart of a similarity is a distance measure (re-

quired e.g. by some clustering algorithms), in which values

close to zero mean that documents (feature vectors) are sim-

ilar, and large values mean that they are dissimilar. We have

implemented the following distance measures:

1. euclidean – L2 distance, when vectors are treated as

points in the Euclidean space

2. manhattan- L1 distance

3. Canberra – a weighted version of Li distance

4. Simple – is done by normalizing the input dataset by

a square root function, and then applying Li distance

[34]

5. Delta – classical Burrows delta measure ( [35]), de-

fined as Manhattan distance applied to a scaled (z-

scored) dataset
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6. Argamon – relies on Euclidean distance combined

with Z-score normalisation of the input dataset [36]

7. Eder – is a modification of the Burrows delta mea-

sure; it slightly increases the weights of frequent fea-

tures and rescales less frequent ones in order to sup-

press discriminative strength of some random infre-

quent features [34].

The methods used in the next step of processing (i.e.

clustering, multidimensional scaling and result visualiza-

tion) are based on similarity or distance values. To process

data regardless of the selected similarity/distance measure,

there is a need to convert similarities (s) to distances (d) and

distances to similarities. In case of all similarity measures

regardless of cosine one the distance (d) is calculated as a

simple negation of similarity (s):

d = 1− s

The cosine similarity is converted to distance by the arc co-

sine function, see e.g. [37], i.e.:

d = 2 ∗ arccos(s)/π

The distance measures are converted to similarities by an

inversion operation, i.e.:

s =
1

1 + d

V. 6. Clustering

Clustering is a task of grouping texts into, a mostly pre-

defined number of clusters (groups) based on similarity or

distance measures. The main assumption is that documents

in the same cluster are more similar or closer (in a sense of

used measure) to each other than to those in other clusters.

Among different clustering algorithms the combined

agglomerative-flat clustering method implemented in the

Cluto tool [38] was selected for WebSty as it provides two

perspectives on the same data set: pairwise hierarchy of simi-

larity and division of the set into a predefined, expected num-

ber of clusters. Moreover Cluto also presented good results

in applications to text clustering.

In agglomerative clustering, in each step two most sim-

ilar clusters are found and merged into a new one. Such

a “bottom-up” process starts with the initial set of singleton

clusters including one document each, i.e. in the beginning

each document is treated as a cluster. As a result, a tree-like

hierarchy of clusters (also referred to as a dendrogram) is

established. Particular documents are put at the bottom, and

any similarity relations between them, as well as any rela-

tion between larger clusters, are represented by appropriate

links, see the example in Fig. 3. The clustering process is

controlled by three parameters: number of clusters, similar-

ity measure and clustering criterion function. Selecting the

clustering criterion function is a complicated issue. Mostly

it is done by tuning a method on a training set. WebSty pro-

vides some ready to use defaults that should provide reason-

ably good results in some typical tasks.

VI. DATA VISUALISATION

VI. 1. Available data and clustering results

The process of data analysis described in the previous

section provides two different types of results for each input

corpus and selected options. It includes results of similar-

ity/distances calculation and results of clustering. The simi-

larity/distance results are real numbers defined for each pair

of input texts. They form two (similarity, distance) 2-D ma-

trices of a size equal to a number of texts in input corpora.

The number of input texts could be automatically enlarged

if a user selects an automatic chunking of input data into

smaller (with defined size) parts. The methods of presenting

similarity results are presented in Section 6.2 whereas dis-

tances in 6.3. Presentation of the clustering results includes

a group membership and a dendrogram. The group member-

ship is shown to a user in two different ways. First of all, the

user can download the relation between the input file name

and the identifier of a cluster that it was assigned to in a form

of an XLSX file. Secondly, in most graphical presentations

of results, it is shown using the same colour for names of

files belonging to the same cluster (see Fig. 3, 4). The den-

drogram on Fig. 3 is presented as an interactive binary tree

where each node (and a subtree) could be hidden.

The plotting of results in the web browser is done by the

usage of D3.js9 library. The server side application returns

results in the JSON format, data are analysed by JavaScript

code and results displayed on the client size. Such solution

allows interactive presentation of data.

VI. 2. Similarity results

Similarity results are presented in two ways: in a form

of a heatmap (Fig. 5) and schemaball (Fig. 6). The heatmap

allows to analyse text-to-text similarities by colours (from

red – almost identical – to light green – very different) and

numerical values (by moving a mouse over rectangles repre-

senting two texts).

In the schemaball plot (Fig. 6) a user could select a file

name and analyse similarity of texts by shown connections.

The colour and thickness of the connection line depends on

the similarity value.

VI. 3. Multidimensional scaling

One of the methods of data similarity visualisation based

on the distance matrix is a multidimensional scaling. Its

starting point is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction. It aims

to present data in a low dimensional space (in our case in 2

and 3D space) in a such way that elements which are close

9 https://d3js.org/
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Fig. 3. Clustering results (dendrogram and cluster membership) in a form of interactive dendrograms

in relation to the original measure (in general distances) are

as close to each other in the low dimensional space as pos-

sible. We have included into WebSty four different methods

of multidimensional scaling methods:

1. metric [39] – preserves distances (relative values), Eu-

clidean distance is used in low dimensional space,

2. non-metric [39] – preserves orders in distances, data

ordered by distances in original space are in the same

order in low dimensional space (Euclidean distance is

assumed in low dimensional space),

3. t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding [40] –

preserves similarities,

4. spectral embedding [41] – preserves local neighbor-

hood.

The user is able to see the results – points with file name

labels in 2D space (Fig. 7) or in 3D space (Fig. 8). The 2D

plot is implemented with the help of the 3D.js library. The in-

teractive 3D plot utilises the three.js10 library which is based

on WebGL11 technology. It uses user computer graphic card

3D acceleration. The 3D space is slowly moving around to

allow a perception of 3D geometry. On more distance in

the presentation, in comparison to the 2D presentation, al-

lows often to spot associations in the data that are not clearly

visible in 2D. Animated rotation provides an opportunity to

analyse the data from different angles.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER

DEVELOPMENT

WebSty was implemented12 as a part of the CLARIN-

PL13 infrastructure and made publicly available to the

CLARIN-PL users. So far, WebSty has provided only anal-

ysis methods based on unsupervised clustering14 of texts.

Evaluation of the clustering methods is not straightforward

due to the difficult of manually constructing a golden dataset

of clusters to compare with. Moreover, small differences in

boundaries of the clusters: automatically and manually built

ones can be always expected. Concerning the first problem,

some stylometric tasks are precisely defined, e.g. authorship

attribution or author’s gender recognition, while for some

10https://threejs.org/
11http://www.khronos.org/registry/webgl/specs/latest/
12http://ws.clarin-pl.eu/websty.shtml (also http://websty.clarin-pl.eu)
13http://www.clarin-pl.eu
14Works on expanding WebSty with analysis based on Machine Leaning and supervised classification are very advanced and the main problems are User

Interface and asynchronous performance of lengthy processes.
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Fig. 4. Clustering results (dendrogram and cluster membership) in a form of circle (in the presented results two clusters were selected in
contrast to results in Fig, 3 were five clusters were selected)

tasks, e.g. literary style recognition there are no established

definitions. Due to the issue of copyrights, there is also a

problem with building a standard golden data set for the sty-

lometric analysis of Polish.15

As a basis for a preliminary evaluation of WebSty, we

selected 1000 Novels Corpus16 [31], henceforth 1kNC. It in-

cludes 1000 literary texts in Polish. Most of them are texts

of classical Polish authors from the second half of the 19th

century and the beginning of the 20th century. Texts in 1kNC

are not evenly distributed concerning their authors and size.

Many of them are novels, but there are also many short sto-

ries. Several authors are represented by more than 20 texts,

but the vast majority is represented by a few or even single

texts. A large number of texts were translated from some

other language than Polish. Texts were also published by

several different publishers, which resulted, e.g., in differ-

ent standards of correcting punctuation. Many of the texts

include some small percentage of words written in old mor-

phology or even archaic. They slightly decrease the perfor-

mance of the morphosyntactic tagger. In the case of all texts

we have manually removed all information concerning the

publisher and moved it to the metadata attached to each file.

Summing up, 1kNC is a quite reasonable literary data to

work on, but not perfect, so the results of the tests presented

below must be treated as preliminary and providing only the

first insights into the performance of WebSty on different

settings.

During the tests on 1kNC we used several groups of fea-

tures supported by WebSty.

1. lemmas – a set of frequent Polish lemmas that seem

not to carry the meaning directly related to the con-

tent of literary works; selected punctuation signs (i.e.:

“.,:;?!”), grammatical classes, bigrams of grammati-

cal classes – all classes and bigrams including classes

representing Proper Names, i.e. brev and xxx, were ex-

15However, similar problems can be observed in the case of other natural languages.
16http://hdl.handle.net/11321/312
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Fig. 5. Similarity results in the form of a heatmap

cluded17 and trigrams of grammatical classes includ-

ing only: adjectives, adverbs and nouns18.

2. only features based on filtered grammatical classes

and punctuation signs (as in A.): punctuation signs,

grammatical classes and bigrams of grammatical

classes.

3. only lexical features: lemmas and selected punctuation

signs.

The list of the content insensitive lemmas was built on

the basis of the list of the 500 most frequent lemmas ex-

tracted from the National Corpus of Polish [42]. However,

this was not a perfect choice as this list included many con-

17Many words in old morphology or archaic were erroneously recognised as Proper Names. In addition, due to our preliminary experiments, the density of

Proper Names in texts also seems to depend more on the content of the texts than on its stylometric features like author or literary style.
18Trigrams of these classes are intended to provide the description of the structures of noun phrases used by in a given text.
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Fig. 6. Similarity results in the form of a schemaball

tent sensitive words. Some of them clearly resulted from the

lack of balance in the corpus, e.g. words used during parlia-

mentary debates. The list was manually filtered during clus-

tering experiments performed on the collection of blogs [43],

and also on 1kNC. All words that appeared to be significant

features in the clusters univocally representing some topics

were manually eliminated. Next, several classes of words lo-

cated on top of the reduced list, like conjunctions, adverbs

and participles, were carefully expanded manually and the

resulting expanded lists were tested again, e.g. in the case of

adverbs, many quantifying adverbs were added, but not those

related to time and space as they seemed to influence the

clustering process towards the content of the literary works.

As a result, we obtained several versions of the lemma list,

starting with the list of 360 lemmas (finally offered in the

WebSty user interface as one of the feature types) and end-

ing with the list including only 212 lemmas.

In order to reduce the influence of too infrequent fea-

tures that can cause accidental similarities between texts, we

set the filter for the minimal number of occurrences to (Tf )

to 100 and the filter of the minimal number of texts including

the given feature (df ) to 20 for all experiments. Graph-based

clustering methods from Cluto were applied on the basis of

the precomputed text-to-text similarity matrix.

Results of the selected experiments are presented in Tab. 1.

For the evaluation of the clustering results we used en-

tropy and purity measures, e.g. [38]. Both are calculated in

relation to the classes of texts, i.e. the authors of the texts.

Entropy measure value is a weighted average of entropy cal-

culated for all clusters, i.e. the entropy shows how diversified
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Fig. 7. Distance results in the form of 2D plot

Tab. 1. Results of the evaluation of different settings of WebSty in authorship attribution on 1000 Novels Corpus, where: W is a weighting
method, Sim – similarity measure between texts, RB+I2 – the clustering algorithm of repeated bisections with I2 criterion [38], Bagglo –
agglomerative clustering biased by the initial partitional clustering, RBR – repeated bisections with the global optimisation at the end, L –
is the size of the lemma list, 360+500 – the union of the manually selected lemmas with the list of the 500 most frequent in the National

Corpus of Polish, Ent – the entropy measure for clustering evaluation and Purity – the purity measure

Features No of clusters W Sim. Algorithm L Ent. Purity

A+trigrams from {adj, adv, subst} 40 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.316 0.542

A+trigrams from {adj, adv, subst} 80 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.240 0.623

B 80 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.316 0.443

C 80 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.198 0.649

A 120 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.197 0.665

B 120 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.267 0.486

C 120 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 0.157 0.687

A+trigrams from {adj, adv, subst} 120 PMI Cos Bagglo+I2 360 0.305 0.433

A+trigrams from {adj, adv, subst} 120 PMI Cos RBR 360 0.287 0.431

C 120 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 & 500 0.186 0.653

A+trigrams from {adj, adv, subst} 80 PMI Ratio RB+I2 212 0.288 0.498

C 80 PMI Ratio RB+I2 360 & 500 0.218 0.619

the clusters are. The purity measure is based on defining for

each cluster its majority class and next calculating the per-

centage of texts belonging to this class. Purity for the whole

clustering result is calculated as the average. Purity describes

how well the resulting clusters resemble the manually de-

fined classes.

In the case of the authorship attribution task the best re-

sults were achieved when using only selected lemmas and

punctuation symbols as features. We can notice that with the

increasing number of clusters the measure values are also in-

creasing. In the case of purity this is natural, as smaller clus-

ters make dominance of a class in a cluster easier. However,

the increasing value of entropy shows that in this case with

the increasing number of clusters they are becoming more

coherent with respect to the included authors. The larger

number of clusters also allows for discovering small indi-

vidual clusters for authors of only several works. We can

also note that the list of the selected 360 lemmas seems to

be a good basis for authorship attribution. In the case of a

smaller list and a larger one extracted automatically from a

very large corpus the results are lower. As the selected list is

not dependent on any particular corpus, initially originated

from a very large corpus and was built in a way maximis-

ing its independence from particular topics of texts, it can be

used for the authorship attribution of different types of texts

and that is why it is suggested in the appropriate configura-

tion of WebSty to users.

The clustering results are far from perfect because of the

large number of authors with a small number of texts, as

well as the different sizes of texts in 1kNC. Manual inspec-
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tion has revealed that in all settings there are 1-2 bigger clus-

ters grouping a large number of texts of quite many authors.

This phenomenon is caused by the problem of the clustering

method in finding common features for some texts.

Features based on grammatical classes produced slightly

worse results in authorship attribution, but we could observe

that they express an ability to identify literary works of the

same style of genre. This was later confirmed by the results

of the application of WebSty to the analysis of literary styles

of web blogs reported below.

WebSty (different versions) has already been applied

also to several research tasks from the area of H&SS, as

well as used in teaching. Among its applications it is worth

mentioning literary analysis of web blogs from the point of

view of the styles they represent, see [43]. Due to the flexi-

bility in our system in selecting and combining features and

processing methods, it was possible to find text descriptions

that go beyond a typical setting in authorship attribution, but

seem to approximate the notion of literary style of blogs, as

it had been first implicitly expressed in the manually anno-

tated golden standard data set. In fact, the analysis presented

in [43] had been first made on a prototype from which the

selected properties and techniques were later included into

the official, public version of WebSty. The best clustering

results in comparison to style classes defined by human an-

notators were achieved by combining lemmas from the 360

list together with grammatical classes and bigrams of gram-

matical classes. The entropy was 0.438 and purity 0.604. It

is slightly lower than the values observed in the experiments

on 1kNC, but the task of style recognition is much harder

and the inter-annotator agreement was quite low. As the ex-

periments were performed on the whole blogs, we expect to

obtain better results in experiments done in the future on sin-

gle posts.

Applications of WebSty in teaching students of Pol-

ish philology and experience collected during CLARIN-PL

training workshops showed that the idea of installation-free,

web application for stylometry goes into the right direction.

Moreover, we have also learned that we need to put efforts

on the development of rich user guide and pre-defined appli-

cation setting for the different tasks in H&SS. Here appears

a problem that we must work on: collecting or preparing dif-

ferent golden datasets for different tasks in stylometry.

WebSty has so far been focused on unsupervised pro-

cessing by clustering. We are working on an extended ver-

sion offering support for using a supervised approach in

which classifiers are trained by ML on the basis of manually

annotated datasets, e.g. a set of texts annotated with authors.

Fig. 8. Distance results in the form of 3D plot
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We also plan to extend WebSty into a system enabling

unsupervised and supervised semantic analysis of text data

sets, e.g. identification of text fragments that are related to

situations of specific types or to specific phenomena.

Topic analysis will be very soon included into WebSty as

a tool by itself and also as a tool used for data preprocessing.

WebSty has already been expanded towards a multilin-

gual version19 with support for English, German and Hun-

garian. Further development towards the support for French,

Slovenian and Spanish is planned. We intend to continue this

process and modify WebSty architecture into a multilingual

system.
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Appendix

A Definition of weighting methods

1. notation

(a) t- feature, d - document

(b) f(t,d) – raw frequencies of feature t in d-

document

(c) N – number of documents

2. TF

tf(t, d) =
f(t, d)

max(f(t′, d) for all t′ in d)

3. TF-IDF

tfidf(t, d) = tf(t, d) · log
N

count(f(t, d′) > 0 for d′)

4. Normalize

norm(t, d) =
f(t, d)

√
∑

t′ (f(t
′, d)f(t′, d))

5. Mi-simple

mis′(t, d) = log
f(t, d) ·

∑

t′,d′ f(t′, d′)
∑

t′ f(t
′, d) ·

∑

d′ f(t, d′)

discount(t, d) =
f(t, d)m(t, d)

(m(t, d) + 1) (f(t, d) + 1)

mis(t, d) = mis′(t, d) · discount(t, d)

m(t, d) = min

(

∑

t′

f(t′, d),
∑

d′

f(t, d′)

)

B Definition of similarity measures

1. notation

(a) N – size of feature vector

(b) a, b – feature vectors,

2. cosine

s(a, b) =

∑N

i=1
aibi

√

∑N

i=1
aiai

√

∑N

i=1
bibi

3. ratio

s(a, b) =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

(

(ai + bi)

max(ai, bi)
− 1

)

4. dice

s(a, b) =
2
∑N

i=1
aibi

∑N

i=1
aiai ·

∑N

i=1
bibi

5. Jaccard

s(a, b) =

∑N

i=1
aibi

∑N

i=1
aiai+

∑N

i=1
bibi −

∑N

i=1
aibi

6. SHD

prec(a, b) =

∑N

i=1
|ai−bi|

∑N

i=1
ai

s(a, b) = 1−
1

α/prec(a, b) + (1− α)prec(b, a)
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